PREFACE
Any complex work requires the help of a team. In the government we pride ourselves on understanding and fully acknowledging this fact. While this is my academic work, I as a student could not have completed this major student requirement without the help of the staff and faculty of the United States Army War College. Most importantly I owe unending gratitude to my project advisor, my student mentor, Mr. Frank L. Jones, on whose tremendous patience, instructor skills, and knowledge I wholly depended.
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ASSASSINATION, THE STRATEGIC PRECESION WEAPON OF CHOICE
The aim here is not deterrence or rehabilitation, but security and victory. This paper explores the use of political assassination in a preemptive fashion, i.e., to target those individuals or groups that would seek to harm the American way of life in catastrophic ways. This paper uses open source material on the use of assassination by the United States to examine the current United States policy prohibiting political assassination and how we derived that policy. It explores the issue from the perspective of other nations suffering from terrorism, and lastly, it suggests a public revision to the policy that permits assassination as a means of combating terrorism.
AN AMERICAN VIEW ON ASSASSINATION
Assassination was last publicly reviewed in depth by the United States Congress in 1975. seeks to change the current assassination policy is to convince the American people that it can be revised in such a way that it will not be used against American citizens or bring retribution from the governments or peoples of other nations. Unfortunately, in-judicious and ineffective use of political assassination in the past has resulted in America's shelving an otherwise effective weapon of war. Interestingly, and almost perversely, the United States finds itself barred from using the "ultimate precision" weapon during a period in our history when the application of "surgical strike" and "pin-point precision" munitions are seen as the panacea for minimizing collateral damage.
Any favorable redrafting of paragraph 2.11 should have permissive language that allows timely application of force in appropriate situations. Examples of future targets might include narco-terrorists, enviro-terrorists, or political, religious, and social leaders whether the heads of state or not, who openly espouse mass murder and destruction through the use of weapons of mass destruction. Political assassination as a pre-emptive self-defense option is absolutely necessary. The United States of America should not suffer a biological, chemical, or nuclear terror incident before it responds to the attack. Leaders of groups merely having possession of such bomb making materials should be viewed as potential candidates for political assassination.
Other states do not share the United States' contemporary prohibition against political assassination nor does the United States condemn certain states for using this tactic. This is the case with Israel, Great Britain, and Egypt.
Assassination is an ages old tool that has been used by some militarily weak nations against stronger opponents. Critics of the use of political assassination contend that those that would use this method are immoral. This is an overly idealistic view. The strategic application of assassination to cause political or social change, or strike emotional, if not physical fear, in the target or enemy force so as to steer behavior in the direction of the desired political or social outcome is realistic and as this paper will argue, legal and moral. Viewed in this unemotional manner, political assassination is but one weapon of many available to national leaders to use to attain national security objectives.
ASSASSINATION DEFINED
The term "assassin" was first coined about 1090. Assassins were Muslim warriors from Persia and Syria whose chief objective was to assassinate Crusaders. "preemptive self-defense against an imminent use of force" is an acceptable reason to kill.
Based upon his interpretation and definition, "legal killing" is not assassination. Therefore, military action during peacetime directed against a terrorist is not assassination since it is sanctioned by the State, which has the right to self-defense.
Assassination in Wartime
Parks devotes a significant portion of his legal analysis to assassination in war. He agrees with Clausewitz that war is a "continuation of political activity by other means." He also 19 Thus in the strictest sense, it is not "assassination" to target and kill individuals in wartime. Nonetheless, the United States policy as written currently could be interpreted in such a manner that it prevents the assassination of individuals during wartime.
Counterinsurgency
Parks differentiates between "conventional war" and "counterinsurgency" for the purpose of legitimizing killing by the military. Parks argues, "Guerrilla warfare is particularly difficult to address because a guerrilla organization is generally divided into political and guerrilla ( for an adjustment to the current "no assassination" policy. Walzer examines the moral issues in light of the legal issues by considering the "two sorts of rules" that govern war. Those rules are central to the theme that soldiers, whether nonuniform terrorists or professionals, have an equal right to kill or be killed. 40 "The first cluster specifies when and how they can kill, the second whom they kill. Assassination fits snuggly and obediently into the rules. From a moral view "who" is more important than the "how." "War is distinguishable from murder and massacre only when restrictions are established on the reach of battle." 41 Assassination is supportive of "any rule that limits the intensity and duration of combat or the suffering of soldiers." 42 Whether used in total war to cause enemy surrender or used in peacetime preemptive strikes to stop a civilian clad terrorist, assassination when applied legally has a moral value, that is, to limit greater death and destruction.
OTHER LEGAL AND MORAL INTERPRETATIONS
THE SPLINTERING AMERICAN PSYCHE: WHAT AMERICANS THINK
Most Americans, indeed most peoples of the world, find assassination an abhorrent activity. National and international surveys conducted over time have proven that people everywhere have a high regard for the process of allowing people to determine their future vice being driven to a position by the use of force. This relates to assassination as well.
The Public Opinion Quarterly has conducted numerous surveys with the question "can assassination be justified?" 43 The survey was conducted nationally and internationally in 1980-81 in twenty-three countries and again in 1990-91 in thirty-nine countries using a scoring scale of 1 (never) to 10 (always).
44 "Each time, in each nation, majorities chose the 'never' response.
More than two-thirds chose 'never' in all but six of these 62 surveys." In principle, Americans-like those in other nations surveyed think political assassinations can never be justified and support severe penalties for would-be domestic assassins and strong retaliation against any foreigners who dare to kill American leaders. This opposition, however, appears to have eroded somewhat during the 1980s in both the United States and other Western nations. In specific cases, majorities of Americans are willing to approve of assassinating terrorists and other foreign leaders whom they are convinced threaten the national security of the United States. American moral stance on assassination. 56 The polls indicate the political mood of the nation is such that the president could make a timely adjustment to the assassination policy that has been in effect for nearly three decades.
US POLICY PRIOR TO EXECUTIVE ORDER 12333
While Executive Order 12333 has governed the American policy on assassination since for the specific protection of some distant foreign power, but for their own privacy and security.
The revelation of assassination was just another log thrown on the bonfire that was already burning ferociously.
In response to Mr. Colby's news, President Ford told Colby that he "wouldn't tolerate any violations of law" 62 in his administration. "The agency's charter clearly prohibited operations within U.S. borders, and" he expected the charter to be upheld. Fidel Castro. Poisoned cigars were destined for the communist leader but never delivered to him personally. The Mafia was enlisted to help poison one of his drinks, and someone concocted a plan to deliver a recreational diving suit which bore disease-bearing fungus. Intensity Conflict is such an official who has engaged this vital debate in favor of assassination.
Andrews understands the nation "must pursue a new foreign and national security policy of 'defensive interventions' to protect itself and its interests against the threat of global terrorism."
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He openly supports assassination as a tool of "an active program of prevention" that is the key to national self-defense in a time of weapons of mass destruction. Regarding assassination, he unequivocally states, "As long as it's the right target. If it's the right person, it's fine with me."
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This is the tough talk from the senior level of the United States Government that signals America is ready to lift or favorably rewrite the ban on assassination.
CONCLUSION
With the deaths of 3000 American citizens as the key that turned the lock, America's door of security has been opened forever. To close the wide opening, if only slightly, America needs to explore every possible defensive option. Assassination is an old tactic that has new strategic value. World history proves that assassination has a strategic effect. Used wisely, assassination's precision has substantial moral and legal standing. Further, United States' history shows that America lived for decades without limitations regarding assassination. Only when the political debate and rancor of the mid-70s arose did America promulgate the assassination policy ban.
As pointed out in this paper, President Ford's decision to write the ban on assassination was politically pragmatic given the times. The policy that he was spurred to shape has lived on for nearly three decades with little rethinking. Surveys conclude American society has moved beyond the government and has already reconsidered and accepted that assassination is an acceptable form of governmental response to foreign threats that would endanger the nation.
The governmental debate regarding "assassination" is breaking out of the shell of the politically correct term "pre-emptive self-defense" and is moving forward on its own merits. America must not shy away from this open-frank debate, nor complicate the debate in legal jargon intending to numb the American people. As professed in the title, for global, historical, moral, and legal reasons assassination should be regarded as the strategic precision weapon of choice when possible.
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